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www.levelsbest.co.uk
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University
Centre

“We have built an enviable
reputation for providing a
service that is unparalleled in
our sector & we are extremely
proud of our association with
Hinkley Point C.”
Nigel Gass, SDS Sales Director
Email nigel.gass@sdsltd.uk.com or call
01278 723784 to discuss how SDS can
help your business save time & money.

T: 01278 723784 F: 01278 723785
E: info@sdsltd.uk.com www.sdsltd.uk.com

Wiveliscombe & 10 Parish Business Group
T: 01984 684777 | E: secinfo@10pbg.co.uk | www.10pbg.co.uk
Yeovil Chamber of Commerce
T: 01935 804999 | E: secretary@yeovilchamber.org
www.yeovilchamber.org

Supporting
HPC contractors
& suppliers

SDS Limited
Unit 3-4 Suprema Industrial Estate,
Edington, Somerset TA7 9LF

Wincanton Chamber of Commerce
T: 01963 34327 | E: chair@wincantonchamber.co.uk
www.wincantonchamber.co.uk
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this magazine are
not necessarily those of the Chamber. This
publication (or any part thereof) may not be
reproduced, transmitted or stored in print or
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Although every effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of information contained in
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accept any responsibility for any omissions
or inaccuracies it contains.
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FIRST
WORD
Carbon footprint. Net zero. Carbon neutral. All phrases that are cropping up
more and more but what do they actually mean for business? A recent survey
by the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) found that carbon footprints
were a mystery to nine out of 10 small businesses which is why we asked what
Somerset firms were doing to prepare for net zero in our latest Quarterly
Economic Survey.
While we are still collating the results of our survey, the BCC’s questionnaire
– which is featured on page 16 – found that the vast majority of small
businesses had yet to put targets in place to reduce their emissions. Just 11%
of respondents measured their carbon footprint, although half of respondents
acknowledged their customers were worried about the environment.
The findings also showed that one in five businesses (22%) didn’t fully
understand the term ‘net zero,’ and almost a third had yet to seek advice
or information to help them develop a net zero roadmap or improve their
environmental sustainability.
To support businesses and to raise awareness, the British Chambers of
Commerce has launched a free online hub for firms to find the information,
tools and support they need to become net zero. More details can be found
on the Chamber news pages.
September saw the welcome return of in-person networking events so we
hope you enjoy our six page photo gallery on pages 18-23 with images taken
at our first physical events since the start of the pandemic in March last year.
We’ve also officially launched the Somerset Business Awards 2002 and more
information about categories, sponsors and judges – as well as photos from
the official launch party at Dillington House, in Ilminster – can be found on
pages 14-15.
Elsewhere in this edition we turn the spotlight on our members who work in
the manufacturing and engineering sectors on pages 6-10, celebrate five years
of milestones at Hinkley Point C and the opening of a new visitor centre on
page 28 and bring you the latest news from our members on pages 31-37.

Alistair Tudor
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Get in touch
Marketing and PR

Annelise Cowie

PR & Communications Executive
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07702 537630
E: annelise.cowie@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Membership

Jenn Chidley-Sanders

Member Engagement and Policy Manager
M: 07872 063039
E: jenn.c.sanders@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Alistair Tudor

Operations Manager
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07912 054195
E: alistair.tudor@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Events

Laura Percival

Events Co-ordinator
T: 01823 444924
E: laura.percival@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Sallie Barnes

Marketing and Events Co-ordinator
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07706 360398
E: sallie.barnes@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Events
Hinkley Supply Chain

OUR BUSINESS PARTNERS
Contact us to find out what benefits
Somerset Chamber Business Partners receive.
T: 01823 444924 E: membership@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Natalie Beacham

Project Lead - Hinkley Supply Chain
T: 01823 443425 | M: 07519 116916
E: natalie.beacham@hinkleysupplychain.co.uk

Alan Windsor
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General Enquiries
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Operations Manager
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FOCUS
Manufacturing and engineering
Advantedge Commercial Finance
We support many businesses in these manufacturing
and engineering sectors with cashflow finance. As
we emerge out of the recessionary economic climate
caused by the COVID lockdowns, many businesses are
experiencing quite fast growth and increased orders, but
need cashflow to help purchase materials and pay staff,
as reserves have been used up.
Our clients include:
•

•

A limited company manufacturing of components to
motorsport industry. The business manufactures CNC
components to the motorsport and defence industry
and have a CNC manufacturing factory strategically
based. Their main customer is Red Bull Technology Ltd
A limited company who is a preferred supplier to
Bombardier making parts for trains, painting and
powder coating

•

A limited company engaged in the manufacture and
installation of timber frames into the construction
sector

•

A company whose prime activity is the manufacture
of picture frames and mirrors

•

A local bakery manufacturing rusks and biscuits and
preserved pastry goods and cakes

•

A company which installs specialised glass products
mostly used in kitchens and bathrooms as worktops
and splashbacks

We have two locally based business managers; Nick
Gloyn who lives in Taunton, and Ruth Bethel, near Chard.

Dan’s Engineering Ltd
Dan’s Engineering Ltd, based in Bridgwater, is a steel
fabrication business specialising in the utility sector. It
was formed back in 2003 and consisted of just Dan and
his Father Jeff. Dan had a keen interest in all aspects of
welding from a young age and started his engineering
journey becoming a fabrication and welding apprentice
in 1997. He began working from a single unit at the
Small Industries Estate in River Lane which is where
the company still operates from today - although the
premises have quadrupled in size!
In 2008 it was incorporated as a limited company and
increased its staff to five employees. Now, over two
decades later, he has gradually grown the company,

with an additional extension to the fabrication workshop
and offices, and a team of 30 employees.
Dan said: “I am passionate about business growth and
keen to heavily invest in attracting additional talent
and expert knowledge. I hope that by recruiting highly
skilled and experienced staff and committing to further
investment on our teams training, we will build an
exceptional workforce while providing long term careers
for local people in a developing business.
“As a young person I was fortunate to be given the
opportunity to become an apprentice and learn valuable
skills which has led to a strong desire to continuously
build on that learning. I strongly believe in investing in
the next generation of young adults within the local
community and in assisting to develop their knowledge,
expertise, motivation and achieving their dreams.”
Dan’s vision is to continue in the rapid growth of the
business while creating employment and long-term
career opportunities to the local community.
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Barclays
A boom in manufacturers selling
direct-to-consumer (D2C) will provide
a £24bn boost to the industry’s
coffers by 2023, says research from
Barclays Corporate Banking.
The report – ‘A direct approach’ –
combines polling of manufacturers,
logistics firms and consumers
with detailed economic modelling
to assess the impact of D2C
sales, where traditional channels
of distribution such as retailers
and wholesalers are bypassed.
The results show that a surge in
shoppers going direct will mean
sales through this channel total
£120bn in 2023 – an increase from
£96bn from 2020.

The growth is being driven by
consumer choices exacerbated by
the pandemic. Almost three fifths
(57%) of the people surveyed said
they now frequently go direct
to manufacturers because they
believe they will get a better price
(36%) and better service (23%). In
addition, almost a third (32%) of
consumers are buying direct as a
conscious decision to support the
UK manufacturing sector.
Encouragingly for manufacturers,
consumers’ newly-formed habits
show no signs of abating even after
the pandemic, with more than half
(52%) saying they will continue to
shop online as much as they do now,
and 13% predicting they’ll turn to
e-commerce even more often.

Fisher & Company
Fisher & Company make a range of products for
highways, street lighting and outdoor power supply,
including events pillars, EV charging pillars and solar
Belisha Beacons.
In over 38 years of manufacturing we’ve developed a
reputation for high quality and reliability. We are also
known for our bespoke work and because our skilled
local staff manufacture almost everything in our Somerset
factory we have total control over the materials and
production process. All this ensures that our customers
enjoy a great service as well as excellent products.
We’re currently in the process of obtaining quality
assurance in the form of ISO 9001:2015. We are always
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Lee Collinson, Head of
Manufacturing, Transport and
Logistics at Barclays Corporate
Banking, said: “It has been a
turbulent time for all industries,
and the manufacturing sector is no
different. However, the increasing
demand to procure goods direct
from the companies that make them
is providing growth opportunities
and confidence for manufacturers
of all sizes. D2C sales will help
manufacturing firms increase their
earnings and protect and create
jobs: that’s a welcome shot in the
arm not only for the industry, but
also for the wider UK economy.”

looking to improve
what we do and being
certified will give our
customers old and new
additional reassurance
that they are being
looked after in the best
way possible.
You have all the choice
you need for your
outdoor events pillar –
in terms of number of
sockets, level of power
required, how they are
accessed and separation
of the incoming gear ie:
back to back, side by side or above and below. Modern
or traditional style of feeder pillar and a wide range of
powder coat colour finishes ensure we can manufacture
an events pillar to suit every situation.
Our lead times are some of the fastest in the industry
for both individual items and large or call off orders.
If you need any more information or would like us to
quote on a project or item for you just email info@
fisherandcopmpany.co.uk or call 0333 666 2122. We’re
open from 8am - 5:30pm Monday – Friday.
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FOCUS

Gallagher
Manufacturing is a key industry
in Somerset – with the sector
accounting for 14.4% of all
employment in the county.
However, for businesses within
this sector, a broken link in the
supply chain can lead to significant
disruption – potentially impacting
revenues, reputation and client
confidence.
As well as COVID-19 causing
disturbance to supply chains,
cyber-attacks are another threat –
with the chain reaction triggered
by one attack on a single supplier

having the potential to compromise
an entire network of providers.
From an exporting perspective,
the introduction of legislation
and restrictions on the movement
of goods following Brexit led
to exports of UK goods to the
European Union dropping by more
than two-fifths in January 2021 .
A combination of the pandemic and
Brexit has left the UK with a lack of
heavy goods vehicle (HGV) drivers with the Road Haulage Association
(RHA) reporting a current shortfall
of more than 100,000 drivers.
An insurance broker can help
manage those risks. For instance,

James Tobias
Somerset Business Award winner James Tobias designs,
manufactures and installs quality built interiors.
A large part of James Tobias success is built on 30 years of
business expertise and heritage. New product development,
including our landmark polymer board (made entirely from
low grade, previously unrecyclable plastic waste), is hugely
important to our business, our clients and the environment.
James Tobias business growth also relies heavily on
investment in staff and continued advancements in our
Somerset-based manufacturing facility.
The installation of an additional Morbidelli m100 CNC unit
has brought a number of benefits to our manufacturing
process, including:
•

Improved efficiency: we can now simultaneously
load twice as many panels

•

Upgraded software: has improved both product
visualisation and simulation

•

Extra capacity: we now have three drills
(previously we had two)

business interruption insurance
policies, which cover companies for
loss of income following physical
loss, damage, or destruction to their
property, are not tailored to cope
with the extent and nature of a
supply chain interruption.
However, additional covers are
available - including contingent
business interruption insurance,
for physical damage caused by an
incident at a supplier’s or customer’s
premises, which may affect the
timely delivery of goods.

allows us to load
bigger panels
and smaller,
higher performance suction pads offer more control so
we can now machine smaller more detailed panels.
Investment in time-saving technology is a small part of
our planned business growth. Bridgwater based James
Tobias will continue to invest in people, develop new
products and minimise our impact on the environment.
If you’d like to know more, please contact us today
by emailing ryanw@james-tobias.com or telephining
01278 437300. More information is also available
online at www.james-tobias.com.

The Morbidelli CNC unit also features a next gen drill
head which means we can add more drill types and sizes
and simultaneously drill more holes. The larger drill bed
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M-CNC Precision
Engineering
M-CNC Precision Engineering, in
conjunction with local Somerset
schools, colleges, businesses and
enterprises will be showcasing the
very best of British engineering and
manufacturing.
The Festival of British Engineering
and Manufacturing (FOBEM) is an
invitation-only, two day event that
will be held at M-CNC Engineering
in Bridgwater on October 20-21.
The event will feature businesses
and representatives from across the
UK engineering and manufacturing
sectors, coming together with the
aim of inspiring the next generation
of engineers.
Students and teachers from local
Somerset-based schools and
colleges will have the opportunity
to pre-book guided tours of the
M-CNC manufacturing facility,
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see demonstrations of the
latest Industry 4.0 cutting-edge
technologies in action and have the
opportunity to engage with a wide
variety of industry professionals,
businesses and enterprises.
Participating businesses and the
entrepreneurs behind them, will
be encouraged to engage with
and take questions from students
and visitors, giving them first-hand
insights and practical advice about
this world-leading industry.
The Festival of British Engineering
and Manufacturing aims to reveal the
innovation, creativity and multiple
career paths in an industry that is
literally “engineering new horizons”.
Please contact Leigh Howarth,
Business Development Manager
for more details by emailing
leigh@m-cnc.co.uk or telephoning
07712 522902. More information
is also available online at
www.m-cnc.co.uk.

Rapid Fire Supplies
We’re fast approaching our 18-month anniversary
having started our business at the very beginning of the
pandemic. As COVID has trampled its way through our
lives and we are now emerging, slowly and carefully, back
to some semblance of normality, we’ve had to examine our
business. We didn’t ever want to build a business based
solely on covid PPE supplies and as such we’ve gradually
been adding to our offering. We are now steadily creating
a very successful “health and safety” supplies business.
To support manufacturing and engineering businesses
we are now official suppliers of products from Portwest
(including safety workwear such as hi-vis jackets and
work trousers, alongside PPE including masks), the
reputable Moldex brand (from half and full masks
to ear defenders, to name but a few), Firechief (for
extinguishers including Lith-Ex Fire Extinguishers) and

Caledonia, the
award-winning sign
supplier.
It makes all the
difference being official distributers of these renowned
brands because we know our manufacturing and
engineering customers are in safe hands when they
purchase from us. Additionally, we ensure we keep on
top of our pricing to give our customers the best deals,
alongside super convenient next working day delivery.
As a start-up business, we have created an offering that
suits many industries, especially manufacturing and
engineering and we’re always eager to hear feedback
on our products and customer service. So, if you work
in these sectors, please let us know how we can support
you further with products, pricing or our service.
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FOCUS

Smart Manufacture
Alongside our ISO consultancy
and compliance management
services, we focus through Smart
Manufacture specifically on the
manufacturing SME sector, helping
companies work smarter. We work
with manufacturers, typically
with 10-100 employees, to drive
improved operational efficiency by
streamlining and automating their
processes through a range of userfriendly and cost-effective cloudbased software platforms.
From our experience, the most
common challenge faced across
the sector is the lack of end toend visibility manufacturers have
across their end-to-end operations
which primarily is the result of their
reliance on largely paper-based
systems and disparate spreadsheets
developed over the years by
individual functions within the
company.

This leads to frequent duplication
of and often inaccurate data, a lack
of understanding of the true costs
of running the business and the
inability to optimise inventory and
labour to enable the business to
scale and respond with agility to
new customer/market opportunities.

Smart Manufacture partners with
best of breed software developers
in the areas of ERP/MRP (MRPeasy),
CRM (Pipedrive) and our latest
offering, Digital Work Instruction
software (Visual Knowledge Share).
We are consultancy-led and always
commence any client engagement
with seeking an understanding
of the company’s pain-points/
challenges in running its operations,
where the business is going, and
other systems deployed to build a
holistic picture of the company.
If you’d like to explore how we
could help you work smarter,
please check out our website –
https://www.smartmanufacture.co.uk
or contact Sara Duff at
sara@smartmanufacture.co.uk.

ARE YOUR
ACCOUNTANTS
ADDING UP?
Does your accountant inspire confidence?
Do they meet the highest standards?
Do they see you as a name or just another number?
At Albert Goodman, we take a different approach.
Small enough to offer a dedicated, individual service.
Big enough to give you the depth and breadth of expertise you need.
So, if you’ve had your fill of accountancy by autopilot, talk to us.

albertgoodman.co.uk
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BUSINESS PARTNER NEWS
Leading accountancy firm continues its development of the next generation
South West-based chartered
accountants, tax consultants and
financial planners Albert Goodman has
welcomed seven new trainees as part of
its ambitious growth plans and ongoing
commitment in the investment of its
workforce.
Emma Cowie, Jacob Ellison, Joe Gibbs,
Megan Herriot, Ellis Hillman, Lindsey
Johnson and Rhys Tottle join the firm’s
tax, audit, business services and farms
and estates teams. Its newest recruits
will embark on a three-year training
programme, gaining invaluable on-thejob training whilst studying towards
their professional qualifications with
the support of other trainees, a line
manager and a dedicated training
partner.
Named as the number three best
accountancy practice to work for in
the UK in the Best Companies 2021

to develop the partners and business
leaders of the future.
A number of its senior managers and
partners started their careers in the
firm and have remained with them
throughout their whole working life.

Albert Goodman’s newest appointments.
Pictured L-R is Jacob Ellison, Rhys
Tottle, Ellis Hillman, Emma Cowie, Megan
Herriot and Joe Gibbs outside the firm’s
Taunton head office.
list, as well as one of the top 50 best
companies to work for in the South
West, these seven new appointments
highlights the firm’s commitment to
investing in the future of its workforce,

Sophie Parkhouse, Partner at Albert
Goodman, said: “We are pleased to be
welcoming another strong group of
people in to our business this summer,
demonstrating our success in growing
our own talent as last year’s intake have
already progressed in their roles.
“I am very much look forward to
working with each individual over the
coming weeks and paving out their
tailored career paths with a view to
them becoming the future partners of
the business!”
For further information, visit
www.albertgoodman.co.uk.
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Weston College celebrates 300 in 100 success
Weston College has successfully
completed its 300 in 100
apprenticeship campaign, which
has created 345 apprenticeship
opportunities in just 100 days.
The campaign, which aimed to
counter the rising levels in youth
unemployment and buck the trend
with national apprenticeship figures,
proved to be highly successful, with
opportunities created across sectors.
Companies of all sizes pledged to get
involved, from global heavyweights
such as GKN, to national organisations
like the NHS, as well up and coming
businesses, like One Big Circle.
Dr Paul Phillips CBE, Principal and
Chief Executive of Weston College,
added: “I am delighted that we are
bucking the national trend, and
delivering apprenticeships that
are impacting both learners and
employers – something vital in the
current climate.

“To create so many opportunities
truly is incredible, so I’d like to thank
our local business community who
have got behind the campaign and
pledged to support our community, by
offering residents the opportunity to
retrain, upskill or get their first taste of
employment.
“Now is an even better time for
organisations to pledge than usual too,
with the Government offering incentives
of up to £4,000 per apprentice that
employers decide to hire.”
West of England Metro Mayor Dan
Norris, who leads the Combined
Authority, said: “This is fantastic news
for local people who are considering
an apprenticeship. Congratulations
to the team at Weston college for
securing such excellent opportunities
with some of the West of England’s
top businesses.
“I’m proud that the West of England
Combined Authority which I lead

works closely with
Weston College,
funding projects
to develop training
improve career
opportunities. The
construction and
healthcare apprentices I met recently
at the college were all bright and
enthusiastic so it is wonderful to hear
about the opportunities for the next
group of people ready to gain new
skills.”
Although the campaign is officially
over, businesses can still hire an
apprentice and access the Government
incentives.

T Level science teams up with Southwest Pathology
Services to support students
Strode College has launched a new
Science Level 3 T Level qualification
this year which will enable students
to choose a skilled occupation
in this sector or go onto further
study, for example, a higher degree
apprenticeship, higher level technical
study or higher education.
Students will learn key knowledge
and skills such as hazard analysis
and critical control points in the
food and drink industry, food safety

management, technical and quality
management, microbiology, product
development, sustainability, food
production, food supply chain and
developing new and food related
products.
Supporting the students, Strode
College has built a range of stunning
new student facilities with a £650,000
grant from the Government’s T Level
Capital Fund. This has enabled the
college to invest in a new purposebuilt laboratory, where students will
learn and practice the necessary
scientific skills required for this course.
Set up as a professional laboratory
rather than a classroom, students will
have the opportunity to build practical
and employability skills.
The T Level qualification requires
students undertake 45 days of
industrial placements in relevant
industries, and Science T Levels have
teamed up with Southwest Pathology
Services to provide industry placement
experiences for the 2021 and 2022

student cohort.
Formed in 2012, Southwest Pathology
Services (SPS) is a joint venture
between SYNLAB, Somerset NHS
Foundation Trust and Yeovil District
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust. The
partnership serves a population of
around 500,000 and delivers services
to the two Trusts and more than 100
GP practices.
Southwest Pathology Services
carries out more than 7.5 million tests
each year, offering more than 1,400
different types of tests.
Ziggi Keill-Griffin, Strode College Level
3, Science T Level Program Manager,
said: “SPS have offered several
upcoming tours of their facilities for
Strode Science T Level students and
additionally the provisional offer of
rotational placements at all three of
their sites for the required 45 days.
This is a fantastic opportunity for our
Science T Level students and we are
so pleased to be working with them.”
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Lawyers advise on the thorny issue of ‘no jab, no job’
UK employers navigating their way through the pandemic
and subsequent ‘pingdemic’ are becoming increasingly
aware of the challenges of seeking to enforce double
vaccination status for staff.
At present it is only compulsory for employees who work
in care homes – with effect from 11 November 2021, but
employers in other sectors are understandably keen to
protect their workforce and keep their businesses moving.
Tim Copplestone, partner and employment law specialist
with national law firm Clarke Willmott LLP, said employers
should tread carefully in regards to introducing vaccination
policies.
“Employers in sectors outside of care homes potentially
face the risk of Tribunal claims if they make vaccinations
mandatory amongst their workforce,” said Tim. “Employees
could potentially seek to resist such a move on several
grounds ranging from human rights (including article
8: respect for your private and family life) to indirect
discrimination on the basis of a protected characteristic such
as religion or belief, and pregnancy.
“For many employers, however, protecting their staff is key
to the success of their business and so some have taken the
approach of including new terms in any new employment
contract offer or contract renewal – where the employee
agrees to be vaccinated with the advised two jabs as a strict
condition of their employment.

“We have seen this being
introduced across a range of
industries, especially where
close contact is unavoidable,
including professional
football.”
Increasingly, US businesses
are demanding that their
staff are vaccinated, including
household names like
Walmart, Google and CNN.
But in the UK businesses are
constrained to more stringent
employment laws.
Tim continued: “It is an emotive issue and some employers
strongly wish to make vaccinations a mandatory condition,
protecting the safety of their employees and third parties.
There are also wider benefits such as the relaxation in the
self-isolation rules if someone is pinged but they have
received two doses of the vaccine.
“It is a delicate balance of employment statutory rights and
employer health and safety obligations, but an employer
should seek to introduce changes through consultation and
identify an employee’s personal concerns through discussions
with them.”
For more information please visit www.clarkewillmott.com.

A will is
a complex
product
Did you know that having an inadequate or DIY will might put your loved ones’
inheritance at risk? Many people are not aware of the high-level of protection a good
will can provide, how much money and stress it could save their loved ones, or how to
start the process of making one.
Which Will? has been designed to help you explore what you need to think about when
making a will. It will introduce you to our will product that we believe best suits your needs
and tell you how much it will cost. And when you’re ready, we invite you to a free, no obligation
consultation with one of our specialists to ensure you have the best protection in place for your
loved ones.
Find your will at clarkewillmott.com/whichwill

Great service... Great people...

clarkewillmott.com

Clarke Willmott LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registration number OC344818. Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA number 510689).
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SOMERSET BUSINESS AWARDS 2022
officially launched at Dillington House

Somerset Business
Awards 2022
judges and
sponsors.

Entries are now open for the Somerset Business Awards
2022 and sponsors, judges, past winners and finalists
gathered at Dillington House, Ilminster, for the official
launch of the 2022 awards.
Businesses have until December 3 to submit their
entries via the Somerset Business Awards website at
www.somersetbusinessawards.org.uk. There are two
new categories – Employee of the Year and the Rebuild
and Thrive Award – as well as awards for companies of
all sizes and from all sectors.
The awards are the county’s biggest and most
prestigious annual business awards which are organised
by Somerset Chamber of Commerce to celebrate the
very best of the county’s businesses.
Local BBC journalist and broadcaster Claire Carter will
be returning to host in-person on finals night at Westonsuper-Mare’s Winter Pavilion on March 11 next year.
Now in their 17th year, the awards are free to enter and
businesses do not need to be a member of Somerset
Chamber to take part. There is also no limit on the
number of categories businesses can enter.
Alistair Tudor, Operations Manager of Somerset
Chamber, said he hoped firms would welcome the
chance to celebrate their achievements: “I am grateful
for the sponsorship of so many of Somerset’s leading
businesses who, like me, are keen to celebrate everything
that is great in the county, especially when so many have
companies have worked so hard to rebuild and recover
from the challenges of the last 18 months.”

“The Somerset Business Awards covers all business sectors
across a wide range of categories and I would encourage
all local businesses to enter the awards to share their own
success stories and celebrate their achievements.”
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Judges and sponsors, >
from left, Emma Warren
of Elite Staffing Solutions,
Alison Smith of Brook
Financial Management
and Barry Tottle and Lizzie
Ginbey of Teapot Creative.

Guests gather in the >
Orangery at Dillington
House for the official
launch of the awards.

< Alistair Tudor (left),
Operations Manager at
Somerset Chamber of
Commerce and Paul Hake,
Partner at main awards’
sponsor Albert Goodman.

< Tim Walker of Clarke
Willmott chats to Fiona
Mahoney of Reminiscence
Learning with Nigel Reece of
Cognique in the background.

Somerset Business Awards >
2021 winners Deborah and
Robert Gingell (left) from
Yeovil’s Cake Box Bakery with
Ellie and Scott Quilter from
sponsors CETSAT.

Lynne Emslie of Somerset >
Business Awards 2021 Charity
of the Year winner Arc (left)
and Helen Lacey of HR Go.

< Leona McDonald, of 2021
award winner Marston Foods,
Neil Discombe of sponsor
Garador and Evelyn Adfield
of sponsor Porter Dodson.

< Richard Oliver of Impact
Design and Marketing.

AWARDS THIS YEAR ARE:
• Small Business of the Year (1-5 employees),
sponsored by Enterprise South West
• Medium Business of the Year (6-25
employees), sponsored by Brooke Financial
• Large Business of the Year (26+ employees),
sponsored by PKF Francis Clark
• Albert Goodman Family
Business of the Year Award
• Best Use of Technology Award,
sponsored by Porter Dodson
• Charity of the Year Award,
sponsored by Clarke Willmott
• Employer of the Year,
sponsored by Elite Staffing Solutions

• Investing in Somerset Award,
sponsored by Hinkley Point C
• Start-up of the Year Award,
sponsored by Teapot Creative
• Employee of the Year Award (new award),
sponsored by Weston College
• Environmental Achievement Award,
sponsored by Gravity
• Service Excellence Award,
sponsored by CETSAT
• Somerset Manufacturer and Producer Award,
sponsored by Garador
• Rebuild and Thrive Award (new award),
sponsored by Barclays
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CHAMBER NEWS
Book your place at Somerset Chamber’s AGM
Somerset Chamber will be holding its
AGM next month, giving members the
chance to find out more about our
activities over the last year.
There will be financial updates, an
insight into the last year’s events
calendar, an update from the Hinkley
Supply Chain and details about how
the Chamber has helped businesses
during lockdown and beyond.

We will also be appointing new
directors at the AGM and are keen
to hear from potential candidates.
To qualify for the role of a voluntary
director, you must be employed by
or operate a business which is a
Somerset Chamber member.
For an application form and more
information, please email manager@
somerset-chamber.co.uk.

This year’s AGM will be held at the
Holiday Inn, in Taunton, on Thursday,
November 25, from 6.30pm to 10.30pm.
There will also be the chance to
network and enjoy a three-course
dinner. Places can be booked online
via the events section of the Chamber
website at www.somerset-chamber.co.uk.
Booking is essential and early booking
is advised!

Carbon footprint a mystery to nine out of 10 small businesses
The British Chambers of Commerce has launched a free
online hub to help businesses find out how to measure their
carbon footprint, set targets and develop an overall net zero
strategy.
The new hub provides a one-stop-shop for businesses to
find out everything they need to know about net zero. It is
packed with information on how to apply for grants, where
to seek specialist advice and practical tips from firms that
have already taken action.
It comes after research carried out in partnership with O2
found that only one in 10 (11%) responding businesses, of
more than 1,000 surveyed in the UK, were measuring their
carbon footprint.
This fell to 9% for small businesses and 5% for
microbusinesses, with fewer than 10 employees. By contrast
26% of larger firms, with more than 50 employees, were
measuring their footprint. The research also showed only one
in seven (13%) had set targets to reduce their emissions.
Almost two thirds
(64%) of businesses
surveyed said they did
not see net zero targets
as a high priority
in the wake of the
pandemic, although half
(49%) admitted their

customers were worried
about the environment.
The findings also showed
that one in five businesses
(22%) did not fully
understand the term
‘net zero,’ and almost a
third had yet to seek advice or information to help them
develop a net zero roadmap or improve their environmental
sustainability.
With the impacts of the pandemic and other priorities
weighing heavily on small and medium sized businesses,
the research found that smaller firms were far more likely
to be behind on climate action. When it came to setting
carbon reduction targets, 27% of larger firms have done so,
compared to just 9% of microbusinesses.
And while the burden of reporting to Government on their
carbon emissions will be shouldered by larger businesses,
it is critical that SMEs understand and address their own
environmental impact as part of the wider supply chain.
Increasingly, tender processes and bids will include a
requirement to report on environmental credentials with the
carbon footprint of the whole supply chain contributing to
the total reported. Taking proactive steps now will help firms
to win business and recruit environmentally-savvy staff.
Shevaun Haviland, Director General of the BCC, said: “This
research is a real eye-opener and shows just how big a
challenge the UK’s net zero target is. The dual impacts of the
pandemic and Brexit have been a huge body-blow to many
businesses, so it’s unsurprising that targeting emissions has
taken a back seat.
“But change has to come, and our Net Zero Hub makes clear
that the earlier firms adapt then the greater the advantages
will be – they cannot afford to get left behind.”
The BCC’s net zero hub can be found online at:
www.britishchambers.org.uk/page/net-zero-hub-2.
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Developing our talent – and helping you to do the same
Somerset Education Business Partnership exists to nurture
the county’s future talent . . . so we are delighted to welcome
our new apprentice, Melissa Forskitt. Melissa joins us as
Junior Content Producer and will play a key role in creating
online learning materials to inspire young people about
career opportunities in Somerset.
Having completed an Art and Design Foundation Diploma,
Melissa opted for an apprenticeship explaining: “Rather than
going to university, I
thought an apprenticeship
would be the best
option since I could
gain valuable skills and
experience in a field of
work I am interested in,
providing me with a solid
foundation for the future.”
Aside from sharing our
own news, we are pleased
to have this opportunity
to invest in the early
career of a team member

– taking the path that we
urge all Chamber members
to follow.
The current recruitment
difficulties facing
businesses across all sectors have been well documented.
The core challenge is a shortage of appropriately skilled
people for the roles available. Whilst it is difficult to upskill
new team members when resources are already stretched,
this is the only sustainable means to grow the skills Somerset
needs.
Somerset Education Business Partnership provides one
stepping stone on the path to a solution. We can help you
build essential links to schools and colleges, so that young
people learn about opportunities in your industry – and
understand the attitudes and aptitudes your business needs.
To learn how you can reach Somerset’s future talent
pool to grow the skills you need contact
andrew.hanson@somerset-ebp.co.uk; 07912 264531 or
Imelda.leetch@somerset-ebp.co.uk; 07519 124546. Andrew
Hanson, Somerset Education Business Partnership Manager.

We’re serious about
health insurance.

Health Insurance
Provider of the Year

The highest rated
UK Health Insurer

We don’t do gimmicks or meaningless
incentives. Just health insurance for
individuals, families and businesses
of all sizes, delivered with care and
expertise from our office in Taunton.

0800 783 3 783
wpa.org.uk
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#WELL
CONNECTED

Annual Summer
Barbecue on
the Thatcher’s
Terrace at the Cooper Associates
County Ground, Taunton

In-person networking events made a welcome return
with the first physical event since the March 2020
lockdown – the ever-popular summer barbecue on the
Thatcher’s Terrace at the Cooper Associates County
Ground, in Taunton.
The event was sponsored by CETSAT and was a great
way of re-starting in-person networking after running
more than 260 online events since the start of lockdown.

a Day and
Towens Group, Gemm
X John Telling of
s Property Group.
Matt Tyler of Dowla
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sponsor
and Alan Watkins of
S Durgan Cooper
S.
SD
of
n
me
Simon Lo
CETSAT and

S Matt Williams and
Rosa Jennings of Oc
ean Fire and Security.
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#WELL CONNECTED

S Craig Skinner and David Johnson of Cooper

Associates with Helen Lacey of HR Go.

ston College and
S Ian Porter of We
merset Chamber.
Sallie Barnes of So

S Tansy Maggs of
Teapot Creative and
Elly

McNamara of Wesse
x Commercial Solution
s.
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Let’s network over lunch at
Hornsbury Mill, Chard

21

T Helen Lacey of HR Go, Debbie

Morris of The HR Detective
and Graham Potts of Wessex
Commercial Solutions.

S Lizzie Ginbey of
Teapot Creative.

h Lizzie Ginbey

of PROMISEworks wit
S Christell Charles
Teapot Creative.
nsors
and Barry Tottle of spo

S Miranda Coleb
erd of Albert Goodma
n, Nadine Maher
of Porter Dodso

Wray

Stephen
of Stokes Partners,
S Michael Brierley
cEwan of WPA.
of Stephens Scown,

Charlie Ma

n, Lorna Graham of
Porter Dodson and
Beverley Milner Sim
onds of eat:Festivals
.
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#WELL CONNECTED

First Thursday Club at the
37 Sports and Social Club,
Puriton
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Annual Bank
of England
Breakfast

The Bank of England’s South West Agent, Malindi Myers,
spoke to nearly 50 delegates at the Chamber’s Annual
Bank of England Breakfast, which was sponsored by
Handelsbanken and held at the Cooper Associated County
Ground, in Taunton.
Malindi gave an insight into the Bank’s assessment of the last
12 months and the factors that were likely to affect business
performance in the future. The event included insights into
employment, inflation and interest rates. Attendees were
also able to hear how COVID had affected the UK and global
economy and predictions on the ongoing issues which were
currently impacting various supply chains.

S Alistair Tudor,
Operations Manager
of Somerset Chambe
welcomes delegate
r,

s.

S Malindi Myers,
the Bank of England
’s South West Agent
.
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FEATURE: EVENTS AND CONFERENCING
In-person networking events have made a welcome return since lockdown restrictions were
eased and it’s been great to see our members getting out and about again. Here two of them
tell us what they can do to help businesses make the most of the upcoming opportunities for
networking, conferences and events.

Dexterous Designs
At Dexterous Designs we can
provide you with high-quality and
expertly-designed branded events
and conference products that will
help you to stand out on the day!
At a lot of events and conferences,
your business is being seen for the
first time by so many new people, so
as creative, professional, and expert
designers we understand the impact
that a well-thought-out design
and high-quality printed piece of
promotional material can have on
potential customers.

JB Promotions PR
& Marketing
JB Promotions is a Somerset based
PR and Marketing agency with over
35 years of experience with clients in
various sectors including equestrian,
hospitality, charity, and events.
During the pandemic the equestrian
sector, amongst others, suffered
the cancellation of many events and
competitions. As a result, we have

It is important to make a great first
impression, and the look and feel
of a piece of printing can influence
the whole perception of your
business. If it is high end, it speaks
volumes that you take pride in the
way you present yourself. Printing
offers a more interactive medium
of presenting your business’ brand,
image, aims and values, and it
reaches a different audience than
the internet does.
We produce such a wide range of
personalised products for you to
display, use and give out at events
and conferences, like stationery,
exhibition stands, backdrops,

had to adapt and change the way
in which these events are run by
employing digital techniques such
as livestreaming and interactive
social media. This helped keep
the fans involved and enabled
relationships between the client and
the audience to be built.
Following the cancellation of one
of the world’s premier equestrian
events, the Land Rover Burghley
Horse Trials, due to covid; JB
Promotions’ client, Bicton Arena was
asked to step in and host a top-level
competition in its place. With JB
Promotions’ help Bicton was able to
successfully host a first-class event,
in just 11 weeks!
The JBP team was responsible
for setting up and running the
media centre – a luxury work
hub provided for journalists and

seating, tables, iPad stands, media
centres, flyers, clothing, and much
more!
Talk to a member of our team to see
how our print services, at Dexterous
Designs, can help your business
reach its full promotional potential!

photographers from the world’s
press. As well as co-ordinating the
prize giving, managing social media,
editorial features and blogs. The
Chedington Bicton Park 5* Horse
Trials was extremely well received
by competitors, journalists, and
supporters alike.
Although this has been a difficult
time for many events, there have
also been some unique and exciting
opportunities. The team has been
able to draw on its experience
and creativity to help its clients
maximise on opportunities.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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Wednesday

Tuesday

Workshop:
introduction to
problem-solving
techniques

19

October

This workshop introduces an established and proven
method for problem-solving, focusing on the regular
issues/annoyances that stand in the way of achieving
daily goals and objectives within your business.
Delivered by Kevin Wiltshire, Principal from Ailani
Associates, this workshop covers techniques which
can be cascaded to the wider team.
Time:
Cost:

9.30am – 1.30pm
at Equity House, Taunton
£49.50 plus VAT for
members and non-members

Sponsored by

25

Ladies’ afternoon tea
and networking

17

November

Join us for some in-person
networking and a superb afternoon
tea while we listen to Andrea Steel, Fund and Portfolio
Manager with Church House Investment Management
and Rachel Bell, an architect, director and Head of
Business Development at Stride Treglown. One not to
be missed and the first physical afternoon tea event
since March 2020!
Time:
Cost:

2pm – 4pm
at Monks Yard, Ilminster
£20.95

Sponsored by

Thursday
Wednesday

Online sector focus:
food and drink with
Michelin-starred chef
Michael Caines

20

October

We are delighted to be joined by Michael Caines MBE,
chef patron of Lympstone Manor and one of Britain’s
most celebrated and acclaimed Michelin-starred
chefs. Michael has earned a global reputation for his
distinctive modern cuisine, which champions the finest
local produce and suppliers. Michael also created the
Michael Caines Academy at Exeter College - of which
he is alumnus. This closed forum is specifically for
businesses operating in the food and drink sector to
share best practices and discuss any
issues they are currently experiencing. Sponsored by
Time:
Cost:

10am – 11.15am
free for members

Thursday

First Thursday Club

4

This popular event for those
working in the construction and
November
planning sectors makes a welcome
return to in-person networking,
complete with buffet lunch and refreshments.
Time:
Cost:

Somerset Chamber
AGM

25

November

Somerset Chamber’s Board of
Directors welcome you to the
2021 annual general meeting of Somerset Chamber
of Commerce. It’s your chance to hear an update
from the chamber team and directors about activity
over the last 12 months while enjoying the chance to
network, welcome drinks and a three-course dinner.
Time:
Cost:

6.30pm – 10.30pm
at the Holiday Inn, Taunton
£34.75

Sponsored by

Tuesday

Online sector focus: IT

7

This closed forum is specifically for
businesses in the IT sector and will December
focus on just how easy it can be
to hack into online programmes.
We’ll hear from Jake Moore, Cyber Security Specialist
for ESET, who will show delegates the results of a
targeted phishing attached via LinkedIn. We’ll also
hear from Dave Byford, from sponsors Strode College,
and there will also be a chance for networking and
questions.
Sponsored by

Time:
Cost:

10am – 11.15am
free for members

12 noon – 2pm
at 37 Sports and Social Club, Puriton
£15 plus VAT

*Prices are plus VAT unless otherwise stated
Please note due to high demand, some of these
events may be fully booked by the time of printing.

Please note that all non-members are entitled to attend a
maximum of two Chamber events. Should you wish to attend
further events, you will be required to become a Somerset
Chamber member.
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MEMBERSHIP

The considerations of long-term hybrid working
During the pandemic businesses have seen their employees
either working from home, their normal work premises or a
mix of both, known as hybrid working. Here the experts at
Quest have joined forces with ACAS to look at the issues
employers did to take into account in the future.
As more employees return to work, some employers are
considering hybrid working on a permanent basis, as it could
offer a better work and life balance. This, in turn, could create
a happier workforce, leading to performance and sickness
absence improvements.
But there are a number of factors employers need to
consider.
Where, when, and how the work should be done? Depending
on employer’s business needs, employers may need sitebased roles, or a combination of home working and site
work. Others may prefer to work from home full time.
Think about whether work could be done remotely or if it
needs to be done on site. Can technology be used? How can
teams communicate/cooperate? Are there any health and
safety concerns?
Think about how important it is for work to be done at a
specific time. Are there core times that require employees to
work together? How often should teams meet face-to-face?

Are clients/stakeholders scheduled
for a site meeting?
Think about data protection,
privacy, and cybersecurity. How to
introduce new employees into the
organisation. The need to carry out
risk assessments. Do employees
have the right equipment for the job
and have workstation assessments
been carried out?
How about health, safety and welfare of staff at home? How
will punctuality, attendance and performance be monitored
and measured? Is it necessary to provide training to those
who have no experience of working from home?
When an employer receives a request for hybrid working,
they should give it serious and genuine consideration.
Treat such requests as you would under flexible working
regulations.
If you decide to introduce hybrid working, be mindful that
this will impact on staff contracts of employment and
will need to be incorporated into their contracts. Written
addendums, outlining the changes will suffice.

Latest Member-to-Member Offers
As a member of Somerset Chamber why not take advantage
of our great range of member-to-member offers?

JaLee First Aid Training
10% discount on JaLee
course bookings
Smart Manufacture
10% discount on
ISO 9001 standard
consultancy

10%
DISCOUNT

10%
DISCOUNT

10-15%
DISCOUNT

30%
DISCOUNT

Cossington Park
10-15% off executive
meetings and retreats
Alan Ludewig
Save 30% on all
heath and safety and
e-learning courses

If you have an offer you would like to add to our list,
visit www.somersetchamber.co.uk/membership
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Are you making
the most of your
Somerset Chamber
membership?
We help businesses of all sizes connect, influence and grow with
a host of free services and exclusive member-only discounts.

up to 67% discount

healthcare plans from
as little as £1.10 per
employee, per week

50% discount off
membership for three years
free access to HR,
legal, tax and health
and safety advice
“We are using the AA roadside
assistance benefit because of
the competitive prices that were
offered to us from being a member of
Somerset Chamber of Commerce.
This has enabled us to reduce our costs
in this area and helped to improve
profitability, plus we are confident that
our fleet is being professionally looked
after by a reputable company in the
event of a breakdown.”

excellent rates on
foreign exchange

Dan’s Engineering, Bridgwater

Don’t miss out – find out more about membership benefits
T: 01823 444924 E: membership@somerset-chamber.co.uk
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HINKLEY UPDATE
Five years of milestones at Hinkley Point C
Full construction at Hinkley Point C got underway
following signing of the final investment decision on
September 29, 2016. In the five years since then, the
site has changed beyond recognition and now has a
workforce of over 6,000 people helping to build the UK’s
first new nuclear power station in a generation.
Following initial groundworks – involving the digging
of over 5.6 million m3 of earth - the project moved into
the main civils phase, with the construction of the two
reactor bases – each weighing in at 49,000 tonnes.
At the same time, teams were busy tunnelling 33 metres
under the Bristol Channel for the cooling water system
needed to serve the world’s largest turbines. It is now
entering a new phase of MEH (Mechanical, Electrical,
Heating and Air Conditioning) installation work that
will see the power station’s 2,500 rooms fitted out with

equipment and thousands of kilometres of pipes and
cables.
Experience from building the first reactor unit has
enabled the team to deliver efficiencies in construction of
the second unit. The second ring-liner to be fitted inside
the first reactor building has been built 36% faster than
the first and the installation time for steel reinforcement
has been cut from an average of 25 hours per tonne to 16.
Hinkley Point C has made excellent progress on
construction but also continues to make a positive
difference to people and businesses across the UK –
meeting and exceeding stretching commitments for
socio-economic benefit. £3.5 billion has already been
spent directly with regionally based businesses, close to
800 apprentices have been trained and almost 13,000
jobs have been created on-site alone.

High-tech new Hinkley Point Visitor Centre opens in Cannington Court
The new Hinkley Point Visitor Centre has been officially
opened by the High Sheriff of Somerset, Thomas Sheppard,
at a reception for local stakeholders.
Some 50 guests were given a tour of the new centre based
in Cannington Court, a restored 12th century Benedictine
nunnery which combines the latest in energy saving
technology and digital learning with an historic space for
events and conferences.
The new centre encourages visitors to explore how
electricity is created in a fun and interactive way. People of
all ages can learn
why we need
to produce low
carbon energy
and how EDF is
helping Britain
achieve net zero
emissions through
the construction
of Hinkley Point
C and the use of
renewable sources
such as wind and
solar power.
Jane Tomaney,
Visitor Centre
Manager, said:
“We are very
excited to be

welcoming guests to our new centre, which sits in the lovely
setting of historic Cannington Court. During the pandemic
we have not been able to receive visitors, but our doors are
now well and truly open. I’d encourage anyone interested in
fighting climate change and how electricity is produced to
come and explore more for themselves.”
Visitors are taken on a virtual tour of the construction site
and can interact with a map to check on latest progress or
just watch spectacular drone footage as it swoops around
Big Carl, the world’s largest crane. Other exhibits include
a model of the pressurised water reactor, along with an
interactive challenge to produce the right electricity mix to
achieve zero carbon emissions and 100% output to ensure
the UK has the energy it needs.
The Visitor Centre is free to access and open between
9.30am and 5pm, Monday to Thursday and from 9.30am to
4pm on Fridays.
High Sheriff, Thomas Sheppard, said: “This is a fantastic
centre for local people and visitors alike, which showcases
the challenge of climate change and how nuclear power
and renewables can help generate the low carbon electricity
needed to power our green economy of the future.
“Hinkley Point has already played an important part in the
economic and industrial development of Somerset and
the new power station is continuing that tradition with the
latest technology. Children and adults will find the
centre an educational, fun and thought-provoking
experience.”

HINKLEY UPDATE
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Wincanton – a trusted and
respected supply chain partner
Wincanton is a leading supply
chain partner for UK business with
operating centres throughout
the country, leading the design,
implementation, and management of
secure, efficient supply chains, often
in highly competitive and compliance
driven sectors.
Following selection as a result of a
competitive tender process as EDF’s
selected partner for logistics on
the Hinkley Point C (HPC) Project,
Wincanton undertakes warehousing
and freight services from multiple
locations across the South West
which are dedicated to the storage
and distribution of equipment
required for the project.
Wincanton was officially awarded
the contract in June 2018 and since
then has provided warehousing,
asset tracking, asset management
and transport services to deliver
and control many items in-line with
construction plans. We are delivering
these services through a dedicated
team of colleagues operating a
mixed fleet of dedicated vehicles and
providing bespoke storage solutions.
Outside the scope of works as
originally tendered, Wincanton has
created secure logistics platforms for
the storage and onward movement
of materials as diverse as soil samples
taken from HPC itself through to 23.2
tonne pipes for the reactor coolant
system. Wincanton has also created
and deployed a GPS tracking system to
manage Development Consent Order
(DCO) compliance for freight deliveries
in to HPC, replacing the ANPR systems.
The bulk of Wincanton’s HPC work
is centred around its operations at
a Business Park in Bridgwater and
recently added new locations in and
around Bristol Port area.
To support the HPC project and
facilitate its own operations,
Wincanton has developed a Supply
Chain and Materials Management
System (MMS) to provide end-toend visibility of materials across the
supply chain, from supplier to final

delivery point and then for reverse
logistic flows.
The system provides real-time
visibility on the location of materials
and provides invaluable reporting
on material availability, status, and
flows. It also provides an automatic
upload into EDF’s document storage
platform of essential information
relevant to a consignment or material,
such as quality inspection, storage
conditions and COSHH data sheets.
The MMS development enables
and supports the safe delivery and
tracking of the right consignment,
with the right documentation, to
the right place, at the right time,
in the right condition to keep the
construction teams at HPC working
whilst maintaining a full audit trail in
relation to movement of product.
As an integrated IT system, all
suppliers have visibility of their
purchase orders (POs) within the
MMS and can update their PO
status to show progress against key
milestones. Milestones cover design,
manufacture, and certification over
the period of each contract. EDF
can then monitor specific supplier
adherence to milestones.
On EDF approval, the suppliers
ship the materials and goods are
receipted on delivery. Once goods
are receipted, they feed into the EDF
Inventory and Asset Management
System so that EDF can see what
has been received against the PO.
EDF can then raise call-off requests
in the EDF Inventory and Asset
management system which interfaces
into the MMS. Once loaded for
transportation this then feeds into
the Wincanton tracking system,
Winsight, where an electronic POD is
created, and photos of delivery are
captured.

The unique benefits of the integrated
system include the ability to
segregate and manage several
different storage aspects from
temperature controls, preservation
and maintenance, hazardous
materials, spares and returns over a
variety of equipment types varying
in complexity from a nut and bolt
through to 23 tonne pipes.
Operatives throughout the logistics
process use handheld, electronic
devices to enable accurate and
reliable selection and tracking of
materials across the logistics chain.
The handheld devices are used to
capture a time and date stamp record
of deliveries made across various
points of the supply chain, including
the final delivery point. The use of
handheld devices provides benefits
to the Customer through real time
event status as well as a significant
reduction in paperwork.
Carl Meewezen, Managing Director
of the Public and Industrial sector
at Wincanton, said: “We are thrilled
to be working on such a significant
project. We are delivering against our
core set of propositions which offer
our clients a dynamic and flexible
approach solution which, over this
10-year project, will be instrumental
to the success of the nuclear build at
Hinkley Point C.”
Wincanton said it would recommend
that all HPC suppliers engaged with
the Hinkley Supply Chain Team as
it helped to improve the flow of
information and, ultimately,
decision-making.
For more information, visit the
website www.wincanton.co.uk.
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New Members
Welcome to our newest members of the Somerset Chamber.
Advantedge Commercial Finance Ltd
Finance
Cashflow finance providers. We enable business owners
to break the cycle of juggling money to keep suppliers
and staff paid while waiting for customers to pay. We
are privately owned, well backed, with deep pockets and
an experienced practical team.

SPF Associates Limited
Construction
We have for 22 years acted as contract and commercial
services, pre and post tender, to the UK civils and
infrastructure market. Able to assess disruption and time
events as well as undertake the normal site commercial
and contractual functions.

Ruth Bethel, 07570 674729
rbethel@advantedgecf.co.uk
www.advantedgecf.co.uk

Peter Foale, 07887 661014
peterfoale@spfassociates.co.uk
www.spfassociates.co.uk

Alan Ludewig Consulting Ltd
Health & Safety
Independent health and safety specialists. We strive to
deliver the best health, safety and environmental advice
and safety training to you and your employees. The
aim is becoming your first choice partner to health and
safety requirements within your organisation.
Alan Ludewig, 07377 525431
safety@alanludewigconsulting.com
alanludewigconsulting.com

UK Just Imagine Ltd
Business Consultancy
Why just imagine? The post COVID world is changing
fast and if you don’t keep up you won’t survive.
Embarking on digital transformation? Talk to us to find
out where we can help you succeed.
Ricky Crafford, 07903 484113
ricky@just-imagine.uk
www.just-imagine.uk

B2B Connections
Business Consultancy
B2B Connections are here to support any size of
business. You may be a sole trader, small SME or even a
large corporate organisation - B2B Connections might
just be the affordable solution you are looking for?

Vinyl Value
Manufacture
Vinyl Value is a canopy manufacturing company based
in chard in Somerset. We make canopies for mobility
scooters as well as producing other products for the
healthcare sector.

Stephen Rosenthal, 07532 188188
Stephen@b2bconnections.co.uk
www.b2bconnections.co.uk

David Evans, 0146067834
Enquiries@vinylvalue.co.uk
www.vinylvalue.co.uk

Bright and Beautiful Taunton
Property Services, Cleaning
Bright and Beautiful Taunton is a domestic and
commercial cleaning company covering Taunton,
Yeovil, Bridgwater and surrounding areas. We offer
regular service cleans, deep cleans, one off cleans/end
of tenancy, airbnb change over days and commercial
cleaning. Call today for a quote.
Alison Harding, 01823 230268
taunton@brightandbeautifulhome.com
https://www.brightandbeautifulhome.com/
locations/taunton

Walter Scott Creative Ltd
Design Print
Walter Scott Creative is a creative design agency
providing a comprehensive and innovative range of
design services to businesses and individuals, tailored to
their individual needs across digital and printed media.
We specialise in web design (including e-commerce),
social media content and marketing, end to end
branding, sign writing, brochures and publications,
banners and all stationery requirements.
Jason Mackay, 01823 698389
WSCenquiries@walterscottcreative.com
www.walterscottcreative.com
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Cooper Associates Group announces new Chief Executive
Cooper Associates Group has
announced that, as part of its planned
succession arrangements, Samantha
Jackson has been appointed as Chief
Executive Officer. The move sees
Lee Cooper move to the position of
Chairman of the company.
Samantha joined the company in 2009
and has held a number of roles within
the business, including most recently
the position of Group Managing
Director. Samantha has previously
held responsibility for the mortgage
division, marketing and compliance.
Lee Cooper founded the business
in 2008 and has held the position
of Chief Executive Officer since the
inception of the company.
Samantha Jackson said: “I am thrilled
to be leading the business during the

next phase of its growth. The transition
has been planned for many years,
enabling a seamless transfer from Lee
to myself.
“The business is in excellent shape
and we have some exciting plans on
the horizon. On behalf of the Board
I would like to thank Lee for his
outstanding contribution since the
company was formed.”
Lee Cooper said: “It has been a
privilege to be CEO of the business
over the last thirteen years. During this
period the company has experienced
remarkable success and growth,
becoming one of the leading financial
advisory practices in the region.
“I am certain Samantha will continue to
deliver outstanding results and evolve
the business in the years ahead.”

Somerset firm Old Mill announce youngest ever head of Yeovil office
Lucy Bennett, an adviser at West Country financial experts
Old Mill, has become the firm’s youngest ever head of office.
The 24-year-old has been announced as Old Mill’s new
head of office for Yeovil where her role is to encourage
collaboration and engagement amongst the teams and
support Old Mill’s work within the local community, alongside
her role as client adviser.
Lucy has worked at Old Mill for six years, and during that
time has built up strong relationships with clients and
colleagues alike, meaning she is perfectly placed to take on
the role of office head. However, she knows it will not be
plain sailing as we return to the new normal and plans to
learn from what the pandemic has taught us.
Lucy said: “Bringing everyone together and providing
another level of support has always been important, but
now it feels more important than ever. Whether people are
working from home, the
office, or both - they will
require different levels
of support to make them
feel comfortable with the
transition, which I hope I
can help provide.”
Speaking about the
fact she is the youngest
person to have taken on
one of the four office
role positions; Lucy said:
“I see my appointment
as a perfect illustration
of how forward-looking

Old Mill is when it
comes to offering
exciting opportunities
for career development.
We are most definitely not ‘old school’ in this respect, and
hopefully me being slightly more junior will be beneficial
in encouraging others to take a ‘leap of faith’ and put
themselves out there”
Lucy has always been heavily involved in the Yeovil Social
Committee and was also instrumental in the launch of The
Old Mill Fund - the home of Old Mill’s charitable giving - so
feels her new role is a natural next step up.
“I hope to invigorate the committee to bring new ideas
and help new people socialise, encouraging those who
are comfortable getting together while being supportive
to those who aren’t. I’m also really excited to get all our
new joiners involved and link up with the local community
more than we ever have before, perhaps getting some local
businesses to become a part of our social calendar.
“Some of the things I’d like to do early on include a charity
skydive for Mind, a sponsored walk or run for the Old Mill
Fund, office yoga followed by a breakfast party and filling
the office freezer with ice cream!”
Speaking about Lucy’s appointment, Ian Carlson, Managing
Director at Old Mill, said: “Lucy will make an excellent office
head. She is a people person with a friendly approach that
brings out the best in people, and I am confident that she will
bring her energy and passion to the role. Lucy is also a hard
worker, a natural collaborator and a great representative of
our values so I know she will a fantastic ambassador for Old
Mill both internally and within the local community.”
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Aspen Waite celebrates milestone
Aspen Waite has marked its 28th
birthday having been founded in 1993
when entrepreneur and successful
local businessman Paul Waite turned
up for the first time at Aspen House in
Bridgwater.
Paul set up his own practice having
worked for top international firms
including Deloittes and Ernst & Young.
From its creation as a local business,
Aspen Waite quickly went from
strength-to-strength foraying into

international business in 1995 and
building a reputation for delivering truly
exceptional customer service courtesy
of an unwavering commitment to truly
know each and every client.
Up until 2013, Aspen Waite was best
known as a specialist firm of chartered
accountants but plans were drawn
up for a pioneering rebrand as a
professional services firm.
‘The Complete Business Growth
Service’ was duly born and, as
services were added to the business,
it developed a firm focus on R&D tax
credits as a tool for growth. In 2019,
Aspen Waite entered the Top 100
Accounting firms at Number 97. The
following year the company jumped to
Number 79.
While having firm roots with
Headquarters and offices in Somerset,
Aspen Waite has expanded with bases
now across the UK, as well as Aspen
Waite International which creates and
forges exciting strategic partnerships
with China.

Paul said: “I am very proud of what
Aspen Waite has achieved and the
many businesses we have been able
to help. I have never been afraid to
back my own judgement, and this
has enabled us to become a diverse
organisation.
“It’s been quite a journey to date, but
we have much yet to do. I see our
future lying in continuing to evolve
our advisory offering and growing
our media capability with a goodly
amount of Environmental Consulting
and Innovation thrown in.”
Aspen Waite launched its own
radio station, Aspen Waite Radio
this year, as well as introducing and
implementing an award-winning
free Friends Programme to support
businesses throughout the COVID
pandemic.
The work was so impressive it was
recognised at the Somerset Business
Awards 2021 with Aspen Waite
winning the Outstanding Achievement
Award.
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Church House hires address growing need for investment advice
Church House Investment
Management has made new hires
and promoted from within to further
strengthen the team behind their
success, in response to increased
demand from clients as a result of
both Brexit and the pandemic.
Andrea Steel (pictured) has been
promoted to Head of Private Clients
for the South West, so will work
closely with the relationship managers
and client services team, operating
out of their Sherborne offices. In
addition to supporting colleagues,
her remit includes further developing
relationships with local solicitors and
accountants. Church House strongly
believes collaboration with other
professionals is the key to securing
suitable outcomes for those with more
complex needs.

qualification. To maintain their high
standards of service, they are also
bolstering a client service team with
the appointment of Vanessa Short,
who brings with her a wealth of
customer service experience, having
previously spent four years with
Battens Solicitors.
Finally, Mike Green has taken up the
position of Operational Assurance
Manager, which involves running the
governance processes relating to
their range of six investment funds.
After eight years overseeing service
operations for a direct investment
service, Mike has extensive knowledge

Joining them after five years with
Investec is Ben Stevens, whose role as
Associate Client Manager will see him
support the work of the relationship
managers in the Dorset office. Ben
holds the Chartered Wealth Manager

of the fund management industry and
a strong eye for detail.
Commenting on these new joiners,
James Johnsen, Director and Head
of Private Clients, said: “Over the
last eighteen months, we have
demonstrated a high level of resilience
in the face of many challenges. It is a
great source of pride that our clients
remain delighted with their results and
the service they have received.
“As consolidation across our industry
continues, Church House stands out
as one of an increasingly small group
of independently-owned investment
management businesses. By growing
the team, we aim to help more people
build effective financial plans, the
foundations of which are our range of
investment portfolios.”
More information is available on the
website www.ch-investments.co.uk.

Milsted Langdon welcomes a new cohort of trainees
Leading accountancy firm Milsted Langdon has welcomed 14
new trainees to its offices across the South West.
As part of its commitment to train the next generation of
tax and accounting experts, the firm has selected some of
the region’s best students from a number of local schools,
colleges and universities to join its offices in Taunton, Yeovil,
Bath and Bristol.
With a long and proud history of developing up and coming
professionals, the firm is confident its latest recruits will
assist Milsted Langdon meet the growing demand for its
exceptional services and advice.

Each new trainee will undertake some of the UK’s most
challenging qualifications and exams as they progress
through their rewarding career with the firm.
Alongside their studies, each trainee will gain valuable
professional experience and make an important contribution
to our existing teams’ day to day work – all the time
supported by experienced mentors within Milsted Langdon.
Rachel Hotham, People Partner at Milsted Langdon, said:
“We are delighted to be welcoming so many outstanding
new trainees to our firm this year. It is great to see the
passion they have for the profession and I can’t wait to see
what they can achieve in the months and years to come.”
Many of the firms’ current managers, directors and partners
originally trained with the firm, rising through the ranks to
the top of their profession.
Rachel added that this demonstrated the opportunities on
offer to trainees and the firm’s commitment to its team’s
development and career pathways.
To find out more about the training provided by Milsted
Langdon and the career opportunities it offers, please visit
www.milsted-langdon.co.uk
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Somerset Passenger Solutions appoints new Operations Director
Somerset Passenger Solutions
(SPS) has announced the
appointment of Simon
Mohammad as Operations
Director.

Commenting on Simon’s appointment, SPS Managing
Director Simon Cursio, said: “I am delighted Simon is joining
us as Operations Director. He brings tremendous experience
to the role and a strong track record. He will make a
significant contribution to the business as we continue to put
our people and clients at the heart of all that we do.”

Simon was previously at
First Hampshire, Dorset and
Berkshire, where he was
Head of Operations.

Simon Mohammad added: “I am delighted to be joining the
team here at SPS. It’s a fantastic opportunity to join a truly
progressive and forward-thinking company and to contribute
to the building of Hinkley Point C, the largest construction
project in Europe. I’m looking forward to building on the
considerable operational achievements that have already
been delivered across the organisation”.

Simon joins the Senior
Leadership Team and brings
a wealth of passenger
transport experience
spanning over 20 years
from both commercial and
municipal operations.
A highly-skilled operator and people-focused leader, Simon
joins SPS at an important and exciting time as the company
readies itself for 2022 and beyond. Simon will lend his
experience and skill to support SPS and our teams as we
move through our COVID and social distancing exit plans.

Somerset Passenger Solutions was formed in 2016 as a joint
venture between First Group and JJP Holdings, to serve
the passenger transport needs of the largest construction
project in Europe – Hinkley Point C.
Since 2016, the company has seen huge growth, beginning
with 40 employees and eight vehicles and now employing
over 400 people with a growing fleet of vehicles which will
increase further as our projects evolve and diversify.

Air ambulance charity raises vital funds to keep flying
Dorset and Somerset Air Ambulance
joined air ambulance charities
across the country to celebrate Air
Ambulance Week in September and
the launch of the ‘Every Second
Counts and Every Penny Matters’
campaign.
The campaign highlights how air
ambulance charities rapidly deliver
advanced life-saving pre-hospital care
directly to the side of patients when
suffering a life-threatening injury or
illness. Essentially the charities bring
the emergency department to the
patient when every second counts
towards their survival.
Last year, the Dorset and Somerset
Air Ambulance was sent to 2,016
incidents. The critical care team also
provided 38 time-critical inter-hospital
transfers and administered blood
products to 35 patients, drastically
improving their chances of getting to
hospital alive.
With no direct Government or National
Lottery funding, the charity relies on
the generosity of the public to help us
raise money to pay for operational costs
of over £5 million a year, with every
mission costing approximately £3,000.

Emma Jones, Fundraising Manager for
Dorset and Somerset Air Ambulance,
said: “We would love people to help
us raise the vital funds needed for
Dorset and Somerset Air Ambulance
to continue saving lives.
“There are so many fun and fabulous
ways to fundraise, from sponsored
dance marathons to cake bakes,
abseils and skydiving. There are lots
of ideas on our website, including
how people can donate on a regular
basis. Alternatively, they can give
our fundraising team a call on 01823
669604 for help and advice.”

pandemic. Supporters once again
jumped on their bikes and cycled
either a 55-mile route from Watchet to
West Bay in Dorset, or a shorter 11-mile
route from Drimpton.
Donations can be made to the
charity online, via the website
www.dsairambulance.org.uk or by
calling 01823 669604. For those
who would like to donate £5 via your
mobile phone, you can text: DSAA
to 70085. (Texts cost £5 plus one
standard rate message).

Prior to the start of Air Ambulance
Week, the charity was thrilled to be
able to hold its fundraising Coast to
Coast Cycle Challenge 2021 after last
year’s event was cancelled due to the
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Joos takes off at Bristol Airport, providing passengers
with power ahead of their flights
Bristol Airport has become the
second UK airport to install Joos,
a revolutionary power bank rental
service which allows passengers to
charge before they fly. With Joos,
there is no need to crowd around
a power point or leave devices in a
‘charging locker’.
To use it, passengers simply download
the Joos app, scan the QR code on
the Joos Box and take a power bank.

They can then charge their phone and
return the Joos power bank at the
next Joos station before their flight.
Alternatively, passengers can also
take it with them as Joos chargers are
flight-safe can be recharged at home.
Andrew Morris, Retail Manager, Bristol
Airport said: “We are delighted to
work with Joos to provide a mobile
and flexible solution to charge electric
items for our customers. We have used
phone charging units previously but
nothing like the Joos system which
allows customers freedom whilst at
the Airport.”
As international travel starts again,
phones are more important than ever.
Passengers now use their phones
for vaccine passports, the NHS app
to show COVID-19 test results as
well as for ticketing, payments, and
entertainment.
Joos also includes advanced safety
measures which minimise the risk of

viral transmission. Its power banks are
made of medical-grade antimicrobial
plastic and quarantine themselves
between use until COVID-19 viral
agents have broken down.
Joos power banks also include cables
for every phone, so there is no need to
worry if you’ve forgotten your cable at
home or buried it in your luggage.
Josh Baah, Co-Founder and COO of
Joos, said “We are thrilled to launch
at Bristol Airport and continue giving
the travel sector the boost it needs.
Passengers no longer need to worry
about their phone battery when
travelling. Joos is there to support
people during their trips and enhance
their airport experience at every level.”

A C Mole rebrand and
website launch

RICHARD HUISH COLLEGE

A C Mole, based in
Blackbrook Park Avenue,
Taunton, is one of the
leading, independent firms of
Chartered Accountants and
Tax Advisers in the South West.
To celebrate returning to the office following the
relaxation of COVID-19 restrictions and the firm’s
forthcoming 120-year anniversary in 2022, A C Mole
has unveiled an exciting rebrand.
The rebrand consists of new a logo, updated signage
throughout the building and a new website. The
improved website provides additional resources to
clients and contacts together with a more userfriendly experience.

JOIN US AT OUR OPEN EVENTS
TO FIND OUT ALL THE AMAZING
THINGS HUISH HAVE TO OFFER

A C Mole Managing Partner, Robert Zelazik, said:
“The rebrand and website launch represents our
vision and ambitions for the future. While the rebrand
is modern and innovative, we still hold dear our
traditional values of exceptional service and placing
our clients at the centre of everything we do.”

2021
Saturday 6th November, 9.30am – 1.00pm | Monday 8th November, 5.00 – 8.00pm

The rebrand and website was officially launched at a
‘return to the office day’ where staff enjoyed a day of
activities and events.

Apprenticeships and Professional Accountancy courses.

For more information please contact us on 01823
624450 or visit www.acmole.co.uk

2022
Wednesday 9th February, 5.00 – 8.00pm
We have a huge range of courses to choose from, including A Levels,
Vocational Level 3, Level 2 Pathway, GCSE resits,
Register at www.huish.ac.uk | E hello@huish.ac.uk
@

richuish

@

richuish

@

richardhuishcollege

Richard Huish College, South Road, Taunton, TA1 3DZ | 01823 320800 | www.huish.ac.uk
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Record-breaking skittlers raise money for WHY
Some 671 skittles players helped
fundraiser Rachel Clark break a second
Guinness World record – and raise
£1,700 in the process for local cancer
charity We Hear You (WHY).
Rachel joined forces with the We
Hear You team to try and break
the Guinness World Record for the
number of people playing skittles. The
eight-hour attempt took place outside
Frome Library, during the Frome
Independent Market in September.
Pending official verification from
Guinness World Records, Team Clark
broke the existing world record for the
most players in an eight-hour game of
skittles by 203 players, with 671 people
taking part. The team broke the
Guinness World record for the most
participants in a 24-hour rowathon in
June 2018, with 678 participants.

WHY’s
Fundraising and
Communications
Manager, Gemma
Wilkes, said:
“Rachel has done
it again - we’ve
never known anyone with such drive
and determination and so many ideas!
She’s an inspiration and that shows in
the huge and dedicated team that has
grown around her.
“As well as raising an amazing £1700 for
our small charity, Rachels’ contribution
to raising our profile and helping
people who need support to find us is
immeasurable. All Rachel’s fundraising is
in memory of her mum Shirley and we’re
sure she’d be very proud.”
Rachel added: “What a phenomenal
day! It was fantastic to be back

Growth in green projects as £50k
awarded in grants
Somerset Community
Foundation (SCF)
has recently awarded
£50,000 in grants
to 22 groups to create or develop green community spaces
across Somerset. These grants were made possible thanks to
Somerset County Council and with the support of Somerset
Community Food.
Green social prescribing, nature-based therapy, growing
and nature all featured prominently in the applications for
grants from the Growing Grants funding programme, many
in relation to recovery from the pandemic. The pandemic has
had a huge impact on people’s health and wellbeing and has
further increased awareness of the value of spending time
outdoors and the benefits of engaging with green spaces.
Leader of Somerset County Council David Fothergill said:
“Gardening, growing and being with others who enjoy these
activities have such benefits for mental as well as physical health.
“The pandemic has made us all appreciate being outdoors
and it’s even better if that means growing your own produce
and enjoying the fruits of your labours. It is so encouraging
to see our seed funding grow such strong community roots.”
Andy Ridgewell, Senior Grants Manager at SCF added:
“A few years ago we started to get more applications from
groups using gardening to help people in their communities.
In March 2019 we worked with Spark Somerset to organise a
networking session called Grow for Good, bringing together
over 20 local gardening and horticultural projects to network,
exchange ideas, and potentially work together.
“The outcome was a conversation with Somerset County
Council about sustainable food systems and food poverty,
and directly influenced the creation of the £50,000 Growing
Grants fund.”

together again, smashing a world
record and raising money for WHY.
“We weren’t sure people would come
out in the numbers we saw in 2018 and
2019 after a tough year and a half, but
they came, they skittled and - pending
official verification - they conquered!
“None of my fundraising could happen
without the amazing people behind the
scenes so thank you to everyone you
supported the world record attempt!”

Cognique embraces the future
and grows the team

Cognique specialises
in providing bespoke
website design and
digital marketing
for OMBs and
SMEs throughout
Somerset. Winners
of the SBA Small
Business Of The Year
2021, the agency is
enjoying a period of
business growth.
In response to
increased client demand, Cognique has recently employed
two new members of staff. Marketing Manager, Kim Barnard
oversees the marketing team and Amy Scriven has the role
of Digital Marketing Executive.
“Business is booming at Cognique and we’re absolutely
thrilled to have Kim and Amy on board,” said Nigel Reece,
Cognique MD. “Their skill and enthusiasm will help us take
Cognique to the next level and ensure that our clients
continue to get the best return on their marketing spend.”
Kim added: “I am beyond excited to have joined Cognique,
they have such a strong reputation and now I have the
pleasure of working with them. I’m really looking forward to
growing the marketing team and bringing fresh perspective
to a thriving business.”
For more information about Cognique, please visit
www.cognique.co.uk/work, email nigel@cognique.co.uk
or call 01749 678721.
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Walpole Dunn scores a successful fundraiser to celebrate anniversary
Walpole Dunn hosted the
Somerset Super League – a
charity football tournament in aid
of its charity of the year, bibic, and
in celebration of Walpole Dunn’s
fifth anniversary year.

Ultimately, while both teams scored
several penalties, Class on Grass
walked away deserving winners of
the Knight Electrical Cup.
A spokesman for Walpole Dunn
said: “Overall, despite the threat
of rain, it was an incredibly fun
day for all involved, with lots of
winners and a lot of money raised
for bibic. Thank you to everyone
who supported the event and
bibic. We could not have raised
£1,000 without them!

The tournament was a huge
success, with £1,000 raised for
bibic via donations from the teams,
supporters, sponsors and suppliers.
The day started with a 10.30am
kick-off, as teams took part in a
round robin group stage.
In the semi-finals Albert Goodman
faced off against OFC’s, while
Class on Grass faced Cotton
Motors. After two intense
matches, where all teams played
exceptional football, Albert
Goodman and Class on Grass were successful in beating their
opponents. The two winners then proceeded to the final, to
battle it out for the Knight Electrical Cup.
Despite both teams fighting hard, the final match ended in a
1-1 draw, forcing the teams into a nail-biting penalty shoot out.

“Anyone who would like to know
more about Walpole Dunn’s
fundraising efforts can visit our
‘WD in the Community‘ page, or
get in touch with us. Donations
can also still be made to bibic via:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/walpole-dunn.”
Winner – Class on Grass.
Finalist – Albert Goodman.
The home team from Walpole Dunn.

Double promotion for Battens Solicitors
South West law firm Battens Solicitors
has promoted Property Dispute
Resolution Lawyer, Jacqui Swann, and
Commercial Property Solicitor, Michael
Sewell to Associates.
Jacqui specialises in property dispute
resolution, including landlord and
tenant issues, agricultural tenancies,
rights of way and adverse possession.
Jacqui originally joined Battens’ Debt
Recovery Team in 2009 and took the
CILEx route to qualification within the
Property Dispute Resolution Team,
becoming a Chartered Legal Executive
in 2018 and a CILEx Advocate in June
2019.

Michael joined Battens as a Trainee
Solicitor in 2014 and completed
his training contract in November
2016, qualifying into the Commercial
Property Team. Michael’s focus
is working with clients, whether
as individuals, limited companies,
charities or trustees, advising on
commercial property sales and
purchases, development transactions,
landlord and tenant matters and
property financing.
Managing Director, Ceri Stephens,
said: “It is fantastic to see staff who
have trained with Battens, progress
to achieve these well-deserved

promotions. Both Jacqui and Michael
are assets to Battens and their
promotions not only reflect their
hard work, but the rapport they have
developed with their clients, which we
value as a company.”
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Bank of England summary – consumer
spending continues to grow, but output
slows due to labour and supply chain issues
By Malindi Myers, Bank of England Agent for the South West

@BoESouthWest
Between mid-July and early September there was continued
growth in retail sales following the reopening of non-essential
stores around the UK, though footfall was still markedly below
pre-pandemic levels. Online spending remained robust.
Spending on household goods and furniture, sports
and outdoor equipment, technology and jewellery was
particularly strong, as were sales of used cars and new
car orders. However, supply-chain issues such as materials
shortages and haulage bottlenecks were reported to be
restricting the availability of some goods – such as furniture,
new cars and electrical items – resulting in longer lead times.
Supermarket food sales were slightly lower than a year ago,
but remained significantly above pre-pandemic levels, possibly
reflecting consumers spending more time in the home.
In the services sector, contacts in hospitality and leisure
reported record levels of demand in July and August,
particularly in coastal and rural locations, boosted by
staycation effects.
Business services activity grew at a broadly steady pace,
some contacts turned down business due to staff shortages.
Contacts in accountancy, legal and consultancy continued
to report good levels of demand across a range of activities
including for employment, corporate finance and mergers
and acquisitions. Some of that business had been delayed
from last year.
Demand for IT services continued to be strong, in particular
activity related to remote working, cyber security, and digital
infrastructure. Recruitment consultants also reported strong
levels of activity, though many said that a lack of candidates
was constraining business.
Logistics firms continued to be very busy, with many
companies reporting operating close to or at full capacity.
This was exacerbated by driver shortages, which some
contacts said had resulted in them having to turn work away.
As the hospitality sector reopened, demand for supporting
services, such as cleaning, laundry and waste management,
increased strongly. Spending on conferences and domestic
business travel and accommodation picked up slightly, albeit
from a very low base.
Contacts providing services to the construction sector,
such as surveyors and property consultants, reported good
demand, but some said there had been knock-on effects

from construction projects being delayed by material and
labour shortages.
Exports of services were constrained by international travel
restrictions, which weighed on revenues from overseas tourism
and made it more difficult for UK-based companies to provide
services abroad, such as maintenance of machinery.
In manufacturing, demand remained strong, but output
growth slowed due to shortages of materials, components
and labour.
A combination of strong worldwide demand for goods,
global supply-chain issues, transportation issues and labour
shortages constrained output and stretched lead times for
many contacts, especially in the automotive sector. Others
noted that long lead times and shortages of materials were
being exacerbated by some companies stockpiling materials.
Supply-chain issues were reported to have constrained
growth in exports. And there were some ongoing reports
of EU customers rotating away from UK suppliers
following Brexit, but only limited evidence of UK producers
substituting away from EU imports.
Construction output remained above pre-pandemic levels,
but there were reports of materials and some labour
shortages limiting activity. There were some reports of
companies having to turn down work.
Employment intentions picked-up but recruitment
difficulties increased sharply and became more
widespread, leading to some upward pressure on pay.
Contacts in most sectors of the economy reported a
pick-up in hiring and staff turnover. Demand for staff was
particularly strong in professional services, hospitality,
logistics distribution and warehousing, construction
and engineering. In hospitality, some contacts reported
needing to recruit workers to replace furloughed staff who
had switched jobs during closed periods.
Contacts attributed labour shortages to a combination
of factors, such as demand recovering more quickly than
expected and having shed too many workers in the early
stages of the pandemic. Some companies reported a
reduction in the availability of EU workers due to travel
restrictions relating to EU withdrawal and COVID.
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Business funding gap needs local
finance

Guidance to help local authorities
support local businesses

A multi-billion Pound funding gap for small businesses is
preventing the UK from levelling up, according to a report by
the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Fair Business
Banking. The ‘Scale Up to Level Up’ report has revealed
that a critical shortage of finance for smaller businesses is
restricting business growth. The APPG recommends that the
Government should provide capital to regionally based CDFIs
and mutual banks to help them scale up their offerings.

The LGA has published guidance for local authorities to help
businesses take advantage of new and emerging export
opportunities. The guidance includes best practice advice on
producing internationalisation strategies, which will help local
authorities map potential inward investment and exporting
opportunities in their local area.

Read more about the report at:
https://responsiblefinance.org.uk/2021/09/inquiry-findsbusiness-funding-gap-needs-local-finance-to-makelevelling-up-reality/

Read more about the guidance at:
https://www.local.gov.uk/about/news/councils-supportlocal-businesses-take-advantage-international-tradeopportunities

Chancellor announces Autumn Budget
New insolvency measures introduced
New measures will be introduced to help smaller companies
trade their way back to financial health before creditors
can take action to wind them up. The measures include
temporarily raising the current debt threshold for a windingup petition to £10,000 or more.

The Chancellor has announced that the Autumn Budget and
Spending Review will take place on 27 October 2021.
Read more about the spending plans at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/chancellor-launchesvision-for-future-public-spending

Read more about the measures at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/end-of-temporaryinsolvency-measures

Source: BAD News (Business Advisers News)

